Hanging Out

Color in the Red Button & Friends characters and Hangouts toys playing in the scene below!
Car Ride Fun Guide

Going on a road trip or having a drive-in dinner? Try out these activities the next time you hit the road!

**What Am I Counting?**
Take turns picking an item to start counting out loud (without telling anyone else what you are counting). The first person to guess the item being counted, wins!

**Lip Sync**
Turn the radio to an outrageous song and pretend to be singing!

**The License Plate Game**
How many different state license plates can you find? Work together to see how many different states you can spot before you reach your destination!

**Scavenger Hunt**
Work together or on your own to see if you can spot these on your next car trip!
- Bus full of people
- Speed limit sign
- Flowers
- Red stop sign
- Yellow light
- Traffic cone

**Car Comedy**
Take turns telling jokes, but try your hardest not to laugh! First one to laugh out loud, loses!

**The Silent Game**
Make a noise or say a word, and you’re out! Last one silent, wins!

**Finish the Song**
The next time you’re listening to music on the car radio, suddenly turn the volume off and see if you can sing the rest of the lyrics! If not, make up your own words to create a new silly song remix!
Super Sonic Search
Can you spot the 5 differences between the 2 scenes?
If you have crayons available, color them in!

Red Button
Trumint
Cherie

Lemma

Red Button
Trumint
Cherie

Answers: SONIC logo on cup, spoon changes to fork, Cherie's leg, Trumint's arm, circle on roller skate wheel
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